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Topic

Adopt Agenda & Set Standing Rules

Sean moves agenda, Marianela seconds, carries without opposition.
Natalie proposed adopting set standing rules, Marianela seconds, carries without opposition.

Open Discussion on the Political Moment

● Sean: climate crisis
● Marianela: Occupy; mass mobilization as a political tool; the terrain is much more treacherous as to the

threats we are facing while people are much more prepared to receive our politics that they weren’t ready
for even 10 years ago; what do we need to our org to look like/be doing in order to seize the shift in
popular consciousness? (answer in intervals of 1 mo, 6 mo, etc)

● Abdullah: deep Republican strategy (SCOTUS becoming a terrain of struggle back in the 80s to build a
deeper bench; Tea Party and midterm elections of 2010 (wider popularization/platform); US foreign policy
has remained unchanged

● Maikiko: what framing do we need to be taking to build away from right vs left govt and focus on the
masses ; DSA has the opportunity to be building international solidarity; six years into BLM : what has the
opportunity been to build a structure that's organized? Organize around issues of race? What do we feel is
the unrest that is happening now and pivots us to the next transformation?

● Kevin: 2021 & 2014: death of Trayvon Martin and Mike Brown; radical leftist movement being built in
response to police violence & white supremacy that’s not necessarily under the auspices of socialism →
that movement is becoming more militant; attitudes toward protest have changed from Ferguson to the
summer protests for George Floyd; lot more cooptation from liberals/right; where does DSA see itself in
the context of watered down demands & militancy?

● Hannah: how do we see the symbiosis between what's happening culturally and what's happening
economically? Documentary: Who’s Streets details; Ferguson & austerity: cultural moment where queer
Black women are rejecting respectability which connects to a cultural shift that enables political shift
around gender/sexism (i.e. Stacey Abrams talking about debt; AOC about her job); mainstreaming of the
gay marriage demand relevant; immigrant rights demands under Obama and how Trump has teased out a
right wing populism

● Austin: 2008 financial crisis, really the moment where neoliberal capitalism was discredited and socialism
was more embraced; a lot of international movements had similar instances(Argentina in 90s, AMLO in
Mexico) → important to be making connection

● Justin: how would our assessment of the conjecture of working class unity between Obama being elected
and adding in the immigrant justice movement (Day without an Immigrant, some gains but a lot of
repression) then to Trump’s election? Fights against police brutality, police power, and Black lives have
been v advanced and powerful = would have liked to see the if the left had been part of this in a more
organized way beyond taking money away from the police; there has to be a movement that ties together
the movement in the streets and policy-level demands and sustain it; teacher strikes: how are these labor
fights not just economic but political demands? How has it happened? Not happened ? going beyond the
wage; upsurge of white nationalism/ mask off : how are we dealing with that?

● Megan: what are the points of conjuncture for the labor movement since 2008? Hard to think of those
moments beyond teachers strikes, Janus; where are we seeing labor upsurges? Places where its not as

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ve-RPfIySL2bFEpJyghTd6tS1n3OPoIr9NaJfmfbWMY/edit?usp=sharing


widely known → connected to what Abdullah was saying that the courts have really been taken over by the
right and that has been used as a site against organized labor. What are we as socialists doing about it?
Where do workers trying to unionize fit in?

● Blanca: how much of a fight are we going to have against the non profit industrial complex? Lots of
co-optation… two of them since George Floyd; we need to be forward thinkers. How much are we willing
to work with them?

● Marianela: Dems/libs have won the cultural war and it has not made a difference for the working class;
only way to win working class culture is through class struggle

● Jen: we can’t ignore how much more access to information we have; public schools are not going to teach
you the language to overthrow your oppressors; thinking long term and learning how to educate children,
teens, Zoomers on leftism and our political program; how to raise children who can be militant socialists

● Keon: separate terrains despite the enemy being the same, missing some of the unified political
instrument; how does DSA become that instrument that is able to pull together these different struggles
and synthesize them? Immigrant rights always seems to be separated from the labor movement and a
tendency to carve out different terrains of struggle

● Sean: structure of our org, structure of orgs we may have found our power in; structure of orgs with power
on the left → how do we win? We only have models that have not allowed us to win; student unions
formed in the wake of 1968; people invest a lot of energy into NPIC instead of building a mass organization

● Jenbo: what do people want in a socialist organization? Be clear on our goals; finding out what people
want, M4A; what are the resonant demands? What are the goals of other groups on the left?

● Natalie: how do we build the mass organization that we aspire to? What should our priorities be in the
moment? Dominant culture in this country? Need more in our comms apparatus: supplying narrative,
TikTok

● Neah: student role in the labor movement; many of us have been radicalized from a very young age; task
for YDSA: make sure people know they should be turning to the labor movement

● Hannah: race and structural oppression are key polarizations ; centrality of the struggle against white
supremacy; a lot of work around disability justice is not necessarily tied to a class analysis or how we talk
about ; Janus + tie to electoral politics/labor movement

● Justin: do a lot of listening/inquiry into where the working class is hurting whether or not that is tied to an
existing campaign; would have loved to see our org involved in the uprising from the jump

● Keon: part of our struggle is that our political practice has to deal with the cultural dimensions; toxicity of
how we engage with each other; relationships and expressions of different forms of oppression; NPIC really
focuses on identities, social oppressions etc ; class as a question of power; class struggle as a new
expression of power

Refining the Nov. Strategy Document

● Megan introduces the document.
● Debrief of chapter 1:1 calls. Asking for broad patterns and themes. How did the calls go, what did they get

out of them, was it a good use of time, and what is the next ask?
○ Kaitlin: A lot of chapters need/expect more specific guidance. Ask: post-election meeting planned

ahead of time?
○ Alec: Urgency around the work going on for the election. Need more specifics. Maybe internally

facing meetings post-election (re new members or building capacity). Strong chapters in states
where there won’t be specific issues, would want to work with other states to mobilize with them.

○ Garrick: People appreciate calls. Small chapters desire more direction & specifics (like 100k and
building with allies), and a real desire to connect across region.

○ Blanca: Great use of time talking with chapters. Excited, nervous, scared for planning after
November.

○ Amy: How can we turn guidance and turm them into organizing opportunities? It will take time and
mentorship to help chapters do what they want to do. A big part of the 1:1s is getting chapters to

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mctKFBUapAz13Sg-VUpd12-ZUmVQj_tgooRsxCSEH8o/edit?usp=sharing


talk to them, but getting the initial call is really difficult. Wants a way to create culture of this being
an ongoing project.

● Kevin introduces the all-member post-election call prep. There is going to be an all-member call and they
want to ask: 1) what are the outcomes we want from this call? 2) who might be able to work on this?
○ Blanca: Wants to know if everyone is going to be mentally okay. Maybe some resources.
○ Maria: Convey hope & that we wield feasible power. More than anything, a sense that people

aren’t alone.
○ Sean: After Bernie dropped in March, there was a flurry of Q&A calls and Retention Committee of

GDC. Pushing toward these calls.
○ Keon: Need to frame the moment after the election, depending on who gets elected. What key

committees and campaigns we want members to get involved in, and what the work of socialists
should be.

○ Abdullah: Something like the Covid call, and put it in constructive way. Credible outlook we can
demonstrate, like we had the Bernie action map, we should debut a map like that for all over the
country, different actions led by DSA chapters, or local orgs or unions. Put together in one space,
people won’t feel alone or disconnected.  List  out other non chapter events. That will attract
people not in dosa to our landing page. There currently is no map like this that exists, and Open
Societies Foundation is the only entity poised to make one if we don’t do it

○ Kaitlin: If there are a lot of members, there are going to be a lot of disconnected people on the call.
Amy: A good thing for chapters to do is doing a debrief. A lot of people get on all-member calls.
Maybe a map or document with what chapters are doing -- organizing opportunity to have
chapters hold a post-election event (maybe something low stakes - something DIFFERENT than the
general meeting), and also gives us something immediately to plug people into.

○ Maria: also continue working with national committees to make sure they have concrete and
productive campaign asks for people by after the election - not just getting on a call, but how to
build the work.

○ Marianela: Get people to think about mobilizing around the inauguration, have an organized
presence. Something for our members to get ready for that to spur them to do it.

○ Megan: Maybe two calls -- chapter leaders call, and then an all-members call (pep rally). Some
seem like chapter leader outcomes. Likes the idea of having the chapter plans, and stress that they
are going to go on a website and on a map and people are going to sign up for it. People leave with
some hope (and wins???), and strategic chokepoint sharing information, and plug them into events
in local chapters (map or virtual tool).

○ Kevin: Who can work on this? November Ad-Hoc committee?
■ Abdullah says they will help. And Hannah

○ Hannah: In 2016, we were just absorbing people into any action. Having a way to plug in and then a
clear strategy. In the Biden scenario, we can look to coalition partners and our resolutions for
pressuring a Biden administration and marry that with local strategic organizing work. We have the
opportunity with a little more coherent strategy that forms a credible alternative. The progressive
organizations on the left have already done that, thinks people are struggling with the Trump
scenario.

○ Sean: Agree with Megan on two calls. Different people are going to be responding differently.
Some people are not going to want to light a candle and take a bath, they’ll want to take mass
action, and vice versa. The way we address this is by giving them resources to do what they need to
after the election. GND’s direct ask - make it the core of national message - if Biden wins, we are
launching a national campaign to pressure Dems and build ecosocialism, if trump wins, we are
bringing all hands on deck to fight climate catastrophe (see GND report)

○ Kristian: Resource packet, keeping in mind that they don’t get disseminated to membership, which
is why all member calls are important. With the national committees, opportunity to have
discussion in Campaigns Council, what do we want to be focusing on as far as campaign and
priorities.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WxFrZWomuOr_fNISr0Jm5bj7gAfDiwLMBqIcmv33BAk/edit


○ Keon: We should put the people at the border and in ICE detention centers haven’t been front and
center in the media, we need to really pus that ESPECIALLY if it’s a Biden administration. Prepared
to mobilize around the healthcare crisis, national jobs program, GND, etc.

○ Hannah: In a concrete 100 days plan, we can look at the People Power for Bernie table and M4BL in
the first 100 days, and thinking how our abolition WG is mobilizing around the Breathe Act & a
more transformational alternative.

○
● Jen introduces the Timeline portion of the November Strategy Doc.

○ Sean: Mari mentioned the inauguration, there was a coalition that came together that built a
spokescouncil in 2016 and they’ve come together again, so there are things in motion there. We
can look at January 20, January 6 is when they look at counts, mid-december ... :?, Supreme Court
nomination (all before inauguration day). Good to have a clear map of all the players, but
important as a national org . DSA is not welcome at the GND national table, and the people running
the green new deal network table are the same people running the table moving the breathe act.
Build obut actually how we build our own infrastructure and what chapters to be moving on even if
priorities look the same like with jobs guarantee.

○ Megan: We have to be flexible, and it’s going to look different for different chapters in different
places. What are our big, midsize, and smaller/new chapters going to need. We should try and
break it down a little bit, but we’re going to have to have talking points for both scenarios, clear
asks that go along with resources, and an overarching brief political analysis that tie to talking
points that people feel comfortable using in coalition spaces.

○ Amy: have national campaigns that chapters can use to build local campaigns, chapters to assess
their local conditions and demand with a campaign they sign onto (either on their own or sign onto
someone else’s), and then help them fixture out that it remains engaging, and then provide
trainings. May help chapters start engaging in that work when they didn’t think they were able to.
Birds-eye view: chapters with campaigns grow, are kinder to one another, build relationships, and
will be successful in the future. Chapters that don’t tend to turn internal facing and are less
successful. Push national WGs to have solid campaigns for chapters to sign on to.

○ Keon: Does it make sense to expand the November Strategy committee into a national committee
to give them the task of figuring this out and coordinating that work.

○ Hannah: Agrees on creating a committee. Re DSLC, thinking of national unions we have
relationships with, the NEA -- where will unions be willing to act in these scenarios and how we
relate to that.

○ Abdullah: The unions are going to be far more slowly moving than we are, less radical demands.
We’ll have to lean on our membership who are union members to push the narrative forward.
When we look at BLM, we are going to have to be the tip of the spear and then they’ll end up with
us or not.

○ Dave: One of the biggest goals of the AFL-CIO is getting a Democratic Congress to pass the PRO Act.
Lean on R&F members and also a place of recruitment, and a political organization allied to
organized labor and being a force of people

○ Kevin: Need a dedicated committed post election. We have a bunch of different things we want
chapters at different levels of development to do, but to have some sort of positive program that
we are feeding all DSA chapters towards.

○ Sean: Committee is what tried to do when the pandemic exploded and created a high level
committee and created Covid committee. It met every day for two weeks. Some positives from that
for sure, but unclear understanding on what decisions where being made, where information was
going to go, and rippling effects and created EWOC with seeds of distrust because it didn’t go
through normal channels. Mixed bag! Caution us to be very intentional and think through all of the
pros and cons of what might come from forming a new committee, maybe invest more time in
Campaigns Council. Theoretical strategizing under a Trump win/refusal -- a team of people who can
meet every day or every other day to respond to emergency conditions, setting up boundaries,
how will he be in communication with each other.



○ Marianela: A lot of chatter/worry about right wing violence. Need clear messaging: our only real
defense is our numbers, and the most acute threat is to our lives but the biggest threat is to our
morale.

○ Kaitlin: Didn’t know about the clear GND plan. NPC can help national committees make those
clear plans, and asking them to do that instead of hoping they do that. Why aren’t committees
coming up with these? That can help lead us to concrete next steps.

○ Krisitan: How can we keep the same messaging. With uprisings, the messaging from Day 1 was
different from Day 100. Chapter collaboration is going to be super important -- not communicating
together leads to our fracturing. Texas is an example of how they come together when shit hits the
fan. How do see our organization moving, and other organizations moving? The more
opportunities we have to devote to this planning and using the strategy and adapt as needed
instead of creating new structures.

○ Glenn: NPC may want to consider something a little more formal than Campaigns Council. Maybe
setting some sort of requirements, like having a plan with 1-3 options for chapters to plug into.
Chapters and members can immediately plug into.

○ Jen synthesizes conversation.
■ November/December: Campaigns Council space to talk about strategy, what campaigns

you can get started, see Glenn’s suggestion. Set a target date for campaigns.
■ January: Inauguration - chapters should be preparing to mobilize, assessing how the new

year's going to go
■ February/March: WGs should have a plan to get started on their campaign, or when their

campaign will start. Chapter 1:1s using ActionKit.
○ Keon: Something more hands on from Campaign’s Council. A little more aggressive in terms of the

work that gets done. We don’t want to have spaces where things don’t happen. Having bodies that
are having conversations and strategy development and concrete work.

○ Maikiko: The repeated campaigns: healthcare, abolition, labor and GND. Concentrating some focus,
but conscientiously integrate other WGs toward priority campaigns and prepare campaigns council
toward that. Looking at Abolition WG, it’s so locally tailored so a national campaign would look
incredibly different.

○ Chris: Talking about strategy in terms of Biden/Trump, looking at it as defensive versus offensive
terrain. The way we are structured creates a need for a tighter plan and diffusing that plan -- more
1:1s, more conversations with chapters and leadership. Messaging strategy needs to be an
escalating one, a messaging plan that takes the offensive.

○ Labiba: Needs to shift to strong anti-austerity messaging. In NYC, stressed about public schools
falling apart, white middle class flees NYC, and we need to combat something like this from
happening. Having all of our different campaigns focus on a “tax the rich” campaign in NYC, don’t
know how that translates nationally but think this is very important.

○ Dave: Coming to believe this political moment necessitates us as a body really taking stock on what
we are spending our time on as NPCers and prioritizing our time as this elected body of this
organization. Feels being pulled in a billion directions. We need to be meeting more productively
and more often than quarterly.

○ Megan: Agree with Dave. Looking at November Operational Strategy Team, could use more help
with talking points, other work.

○ Amy: Chapters also want more communications but more national calls may not be answer.
Already have district calls and organizers shift away 1-1s to mass calls, and the ROI is a lot lower.
District calls are getting bigger and really effective as chapters talk to each other.

○ Kevin: Priority is figuring out how we are going to structure out this work. We don’t have to make a
committee, but we have to figure out how to make this work. Want the infrastructure now so we
scramble less.

○ Blanca: Brought up past proposal for monthly meetings. Can we bring back a past resolution?
Maybe amend it to 6 weeks?



○ Megan: Not ready for how we’re going to speak to the world in the time after the election, let
alone our chapters. Would like time at SC call next week to do talking points for both scenarios and
asks (GND, etc.) and cohere around something.

YDSA
● New elected NCC Members join
● Convention report back - Neah

○ first online convention, went really well
○ Substantial political discussion
○ YDSA has specific lens on politics growing in resurgence of labor and socialism; most came to YDSA

via Bernie Sanders
○ Resolutions passed include: Pol Ed, Task and Perspectives, Diversification, Rank and File Strategy
○ Primary Campaign - Student and Workers Relief Campaign; work has been really successful even

with remote constraints
○ YDSA has unique opportunity in this moment

● Strategic time to base build; show clear path for working class youth to organize - especially in trade
schools, community colleges, HBCUs

● Fall Drive success - 150 chapter sign ups, trained 190 new leaders - Labiba
○ Could use more support from DSA and NPC
○ Blanca - where are new chapters? Demographic make up?

■ High school - 20
■ HSI - 3
■ HBCU -5
■ Community College - 8
■ focusing on mentoring, especially for HBCUs

○ Sean - re mandating membership, how is that going?
■ Labiba - Set up a dues page specifically for YDSA members; we’ll have to keep thinking

about how to keep pushing that page to our members
■ Neah - previously membership was decided by chapters, difficult to tell who was a member

who wasn’t; this has streamlined a lot. Paying dues messaging is definitely part of fall drive
■ Autumn - Resolution as passed doesn’t enforce, it’s a recommendation; hopefully will

move us toward standards and practices for more structured and official implementation
● Catching up to growth

○ 38 to 148 chapters in the last three years, we need sustainable practices; how do we develop
organizers?

○ We’ve had to make up for administrative gaps to address the increase
■ Set up report system between committees; how did we deal with unelected committees

making political decisions? System for committees to write up semester project plans to
submit to the NCC; also goals, challenges, events planned, political questions; they are also
asked to present successes and challenges

■ Committees have to set up a comms plan for their projects
○ Social Media subcommittee - Nickan

■ Get better at reaching people, more robust comms to engage people and show them how
to get involved

■ Has met 3 times - right now addressing 100k drive; video creation of YDSA members
explaining why they joined; potential ijoinedYDSA image maker - encouraging people to
make the next step; plugging into upcoming teacher strikes, targeted ads, explainer videos

■ After people sign up through drive/ads, circulate a form to assess where people are
attending school and connecting everyone if there isn’t a chapter formed at their campus
yet



■ Justin - how might ads help boost sign ups esp in HBCUs and in other underrepresented
demographics? So many young people participated in the uprisings, how can we support
efforts integrate there?
● Nickan - we can target ads toward specific campuses and should; we need to think

about how to target high schools more effectively
● Labiba - Relating that to Student Workers Recovery Campaign; can target ads

toward specific age groups, maybe get them plugged into campaigns to support
their teachers or the SWRC; challenge around time it takes for ads to get approved

● Nickan - in the East Bay, met w Berkeley High teacher who helped connect
students to YDSA

■ Kristian - College campuses not the same sites of struggle as before bc of COVID, what
efforts are contending with that? How to connect across generations when movements,
like the uprising, bring so many together? Wary of building representation through HBCUs
exclusively. Greek life is an important avenue, Divine 9 as an example - Labiba and Kristian
can connect after to hear more about

■ Autumn - talking about youth vs student distinction, campus community with members
aged 29 and younger

○ Jenbo - Is there a focus on youth who aren’t in school, esp non-college attending?
■ Labiba - people can get involved with chapter closest to them

○ Natalie - should the left have a strategy for that group? Current strategic priorities are right, but
what are the pain points to achieving those goals, and what do you need from the NPC for
support?
■ Labiba - Can we push for support to the fall drive, move young people in that direction;

make sure chapters are promoting it; YDSA liaison and mentorship program
■ Nickan - there is a challenge for engaging the non-students because that is where are

chapters are oriented; but they can get involved in their local DSA chapter if they’re not
interested in student organizing specifically; we should be getting involved in direct action
and movement work where we know youth are turning out

■ Tasks and Perspectives - Neah - document in finalization process, conversation with David
Duhalde for historical context; help to clarify what is happening nationally

● Committee reports
○ Tasks and Perspectives - Neah - document in finalization process, conversation with David Duhalde

for historical context 10/26; help to clarify what is happening nationally, especially where there
isn’t clarity on what chapters could be working on
■ Sean - should DSA members get on the 26th call if it’s open? Help to connect DSA and

YDSA in grounding/platform. Call is open, and people should definitely attend; should
certainly connect around platform for alignment

○ Rank and File - Dahlia
■ Developing political education; speakers bureau
■ Cohorts of YDSAers who are engaging in specific sectors
■ Setting calls with mentors specifically around labor movement connections and Sanders

campaign
■ Initial call and follow up to connect people who signed up to work and reading groups
■ National panel potentially 11/11

○ Political Education - Emmaline
■ Memo
■ Activities could be open to wider DSA
■ Summer schools have been taking place, and steering people toward fall drive
■ What could connections be between YDSA/DSA Pol Ed? And how can National Pol Ed help

us achieve our organizing priorities

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fj-MZHp2Yvjc7wCqMLF93Fun2lBD22GvZRxFl7Bi47c/edit


■ Marianela - Pol Ed creating base curriculum the whole org can use; goals are largely the
same, make more socialists, so we should be working together. Dream to make a Steering
Committee that combines the two, then subcommittees could make separate events

■ Keon - DSLC also has political education subcommittee
○ National Organizing Committee - Autumn/Remi

■ Structure for supporting chapters on running local campaigns; need more support, and
need to increase the number of chapters doing this

■ Subcommittees: Materials - publications, skill building; Coalitions; Outreach - intentionally
connecting to national work

■ Long term goals - build strong connections with chapters to national, hoping to have 50
people in Outreach by August 2021, 30 people by end of this semester; connecting to
chapters every other week through phone calls, give support and assess how chapters are
doing nationally; this semester surveying all chapters; have 40 chapters launch campaigns,
SWRC as primary campaign; have chapters join campaign check in calls, develop national
network; recruit 10 people to materials committee

● Winter Conference
○ February 2021
○ Powerful recruitment event, develops and trains leaders
○ Digital this year, can we get 1000 participants?
○ We need support from the NPC; at least two to help development, and more to support

programming
○ Sean - was awesome experience to be on planning committee, high level of engagement from

YDSA; opportunity to mentor around conference planning
○ Marianela - built relationships with NCC and YDSA attendees

Recruitment Drive Update

● Special Guest Tim introduces the Recruitment Drive discussion.
○ Since beginning of drive on 9/28 (soft launch), 2,700 brand new members (50% of goal of 5,000).
○ Additional 1,000 have renewed their dues.
○ 1,500 from referral link system.
○ Graphics & messaging - multi language support.
○ What are our plans post-election for absorption and how can we have the 100k captains support?

● Kevin: how are you thinking of target recruiting toward POC, etc. from the original resolution?
● Sean: Few isolated incidents of people questioning why we should recruit our POC networks if we’re just

asking them to join the org as-is.
● Kristian: It’s not enough to get people to join, but are you having conversations with people about why this

is important and being intentional on who you are asking to join? Afrosoc specific trainings.
● Maria: Messaging does matter, and thinking about what resonates with target groups, like any constituency

organizing. Would be great to build capacity to do specific follow up to the target demographics for extra
follow up support when they pledge, since we deliberately ask for that info when people sign the pledge.
Re the “I Joined DSA” badge, it got shut down by trolls. We don’t have the same numbers, millions of
supporters, that could drown out trolls, the way the Sanders campaign did. Tech and digital staff strongly
recommend against using a digital badge like that again - though a Facebook frame would be easy and
good.

● Maikiko: Longer conversation on relationships between afrosoc and national and committees and our work
around what multiracial movement building looks like

● Justin: Afrosoc has been siloed bc it’s meant to be a place that feels comfortable for POC to be eased into
the organization, but hasn’t happened. So the NPC can now help afrosoc members to thrive and be in DSA.

● Tim: “Also want to add that GDC has been intentional in reaching out to key committees. We were in
conversation w/ IRWG about their upcoming panel as a conscious programming within this month.



Additionally, I think it's been a push for a needed conversation about intentional recruitment. Many people
have had to ask themselves - are we creating an organization that we are actually comfortable inviting our
people into?”

● Sean: Good point to talk more broadly around the 100k strategy, then called it the recruitment drive, and
be really intentionally the recruitment of new members, retention committee. Part of the work we should
be thinking about, what are the gaps that we can be leaning into the leadership development and retention
work. Expand the conversation a bit to work being done by the GDC.

● Jenbo: raves about how good the recruitment drive is and does not take notes.
● Megan: We’ve spent a lot of time absorbing members and hope that people just join. But now we’re

helping people get the tools to talk about joining intentionally. What sort of tools, and for the DSLC
specifically, what are we helping union members talk to their coworkers specifically?

● Tim: This is something that should be done with more time/capacity, and a training.
● Labiba: We need more committees, like “Labor for a GND,” for connected work.
● Kristian: Really robust organizing from southern chapters, which is exciting to see. Exciting to see how the

subcommittees in the GDC have been able to pivot to the drive without dropping their own work. Ways to
request trainings from FOs, training libraries. Making education and org accessible and welcoming.

● Hannah: Continuing the conversation about what it means to create a multiracial working class movement.
● Kristian: website reboot status, could be more clear re racial justice work?
● Kristina: Next up after recruitment drive for tech staff, they had to delay.
● Maria: I agree it could be more explicit on the national homepage, but it’s a political question if it is

centered because abolition isn’t one of our national priorities. We could look at reframing the language
slightly for others, or adding an AfroSoc link with some of the other national committee links, but to add a
fourth “above the fold” section I really think you all need to direct us to do so.

● Hannah: Need to talk about recruitment drive as our path to winning. This is very exciting fruition of our
skills, like our work in unions or the Bernie campaign to do an intentional recruitment drive.

● Sean: People asking “What are you doing to ensure that Trump isn’t going to win in November” and saying
we’re having conversations about politics in our organization. We should have a more in-depth
conversations about asks to high profile people to find out who is making what asks to whom (so we’re not
doubling up), and then should ask the political leadership have a brief conversation and vote about the “i
Joined” frame. It’d be good after the recruitment push, at January NPC meeting, to evaluate when we
should another push in the future. how permanent should the structures of the gdc be?  should we be
doing another concentrated push like this one at some point next year?

● Jen: It should be permanent because we don’t want to lose the focus on retention. We should focus on
creating permanent structures that will set up the next NPC for success.

● Keon: Why has the GDC been separate from NPEC?
● Kristian: Sees the GDC as a skills training. In favor of having a GDC like we ask chapters to have a

membership committee. There’s a want for educational events. In GDC we want to build organizers so the
more we can develop people to fill those roles.

● Jenbo: Just that we’re building up these committees, figuring out our roles and would be better to work
together but still figuring out our own footing.

● Maria: All important, but Retention Committee important, and we need to train members to talk about
renewals. All functions of the GDC are important even if they aren’t housed in the GDC in the future.

● Megan: This is a healthy question to ask of all of our national bodies and projects. Needs some clarification,
and how does it connect to our political work. But it’s not directly connected to our campaigns and
committees and organizing work. And how does it connect with staff, and are those line clear?

● Tim: “I wrote out some final thoughts on GDC + recruitment: I think that Bernie campaign's ability to
attract diverse support is a model. His field office opening in Alexandria, VA, for example, looked blacker
and browner than any MDC DSA event I'd seen. A lot of that is the unique situation of Bernie and mass
electoral politics, but also Bernie's intentional comms strategy and their use of intentional constituency
organizing (Chinese Americans 4 Bernie, Muslims 4 Bernie, Vets 4 Bernie, etc.) that we need to think about
replicating in DSA.
Recognizing that major recruitment happens within dynamic campaigns and GDC needs to figure out how
to support campaigns with recruitment infrastructure.



We need to talk about race and black and brown-led campaigns and projects a lot more than we do.
My whole goal with the recruitment drive was to turn one part of the resolution into something concretely
actionable by a large amount of members. We need to figure out how to do the same for other parts of the
resolution more.
(black and brown workers, queer workers, etc.) - which we attempted to incorporate into the drive strategy,
but can and should be expanded upon.”

SUNDAY

Committee Reports
● International DSA Chapters Proposal
● Grievance Committee
● National Review Resolution

Motion by Natalie to adopt the list of items below as the new items for debate in the committee
reports section and extend 30 minutes. Seconded by Marianela. Motion carries unanimously.
● Wrapping up loose ends on the Prop 15  loan to CA PAC;
● The proposal on International Chapters Austin brought forward for us;
● The resolution Sean shared this morning which has language on increasing the frequency of

NPC meetings and prioritizing the GND campaign;
● Natalie’s resolution on an organizational review leading into the Convention;
● Referring unaddressed committee reports to the SC or an upcoming NPC meeting.

Wrapping up loose ends on the Prop 15 loan to CA PAC
Confirms B&F’s approval of donation of $2000 and loan of $7099.

The proposal on International Chapters, Austin
AUSTIN: a resolution to define members abroad in DSA. There’s been confusion on the status of
international members. Originally brought to Retention subcommittee of GDC. “Friends of DSA”
already exist in places like Berlin & Paris. They’re asking if and how they can interact with DSA. Most
common concern are the legal concerns, specifically European election and privacy laws. In this
resolution - we would not be converting “Friends of DSA” groups that exist into full fledged chapters.
This affiliation would mean they can send liaisons to the IC that corresponds to their area. We felt
the IC liaison relationship would serve to legitimize their relationship a bit more.
GLENN: Impression I’m getting is the work we want to do abroad is primarily electoral, their focus
seems to be very much on American domestic politics.
ABDULLAH: A lot of it is electoral but we’re also noticing beginning shift to m4a. We don’t want them
to be siloed out in their countries. We want them to help us more meaningful relate to forces on the
ground where they are. This is a formalizing of the informal - we always had an informal way of
dealing with members abroad - rather than kicking the can, we wanted to put it on paper. We’re not
letting them join chapters, we will let them keep organizing the way they want to organize.
KRISTINA: the GDPR affects not only at chapter level but at member level. Staff estimate for what it
would take to implement GDPR is hundreds of hours and attorney fees.
DAVE: Currently, people who are abroad are considered at-large members?
AUSTIN: Yes. Also useful context - there are no residency requirements to be a member.



DAVE: Are members abroad allowed to be at-large delegates for convention? Does this [resolution]
affect this?
AUSTIN: Yes we have had members abroad be delegates to the convention. They’d also be able to
apply to, say, the IC.
BLANCA: What would be [Kristina’s] suggestion for this current moment?
KRISTINA: I don’t see a path around the GDPR requirement and what it would do to capacity.
AUSTIN: This is something that has been kicked around a few times.
NATALIE: My understanding is that because laws in Europe and other countries, we don’t have the
infrastructure with staff to keep up with international membership if people were paying dues with
international bank accounts. The workaround in this is that people need to use US dollars - would
that avoid the legal issues we are concerned about?
ABDULLAH: They are already using US funds. A lot of them are study abroad people.
NATALIE: confused whether there is legal or operational concern even if they have US bank accounts.
Would be comfortable if it fully secures and protects the organization. Would like attorney to look at
this and give snapshot of implications.
JENBO: Would there be a way to have a sponsorship? Friends of DSA Berlin would have a sister
relationship with another US chapter? If an individual member moves to Europe, they’ll still affiliate
with their own chapter. Don’t understand where the disconnect is, if they’re not getting chapter
status anyway, not sure why putting it in this molding.
AUSTIN: Have heard from folks on the ground - they’ve been long asking for clarity. What they want
is a decision - what are they, what is their place in DSA. More or less formalizing what is already
informal.
KRISTINA: We sent the resolution to the attorney already. Concerns about membership still hold.
DAVE: This compliance, that is an issue that’s already an existing problem and it’s a matter of making
more formal.
AUSTIN: Members abroad want this but on the other hand, attorney has concerns.
KRISTINA: Being formal might put us in the path. We have to be very careful.
AUSTIN: These people are asking for some sort of recognition.

MOTION by Natalie: to approve this proposal on International chapters. (does not require second)
DAVE: Substitute motion to table until we get better legal advice.
BLANCA: can we put a deadline?
NATALIE: two procedural options - motion to table, not time bound; motion to refer to another
meeting, could refer to SC meetings or another NPC meeting.
BLANCA: we need to hear from staff.
DAVE: MOTION to refer to SC meeting not any later than the end of November 2020. Second by
Marianela.
MAIKIKO: Can we get additional clarity from counsel?
NATALIE: My understanding is we are waiting for a debrief from staff regarding legal.
BLANCA: can we move to an NPC meeting instead of SC?
NATALIE: we all want this discussed, we want this to happen in a month. We should make a simple
motion to table this, with the notion that we will all hold ourselves accountable.
NATALIE recognizes Dave’s motion as a motion to table. Vote carries unanimously.

Resolution to Prioritize the National Green New Deal Campaign
NATALIE: question of procedure. We are a group of people who like informal discussion, RR can make
it very difficult. Would suggest we give 10 minutes on opening discussion from Sean, Keon forwarded
amendments before we entertain a motion on what to do.
SEAN: based on political discussion on cohering on strategy, in depth work on GND committee,
decided to draft resolution around idea of identifying how we can go “all in” on GND through the first
100 days of a new administration. Took to GND committee, they approved.
MARIA: clarifying question: is this the “Biden version” of a scenario or for either?



SEAN: would be for either.
JENBO: when would you want this campaign to be fleshed out completely or building as we go?
Wants staff to weigh in on their concerns.
JEN: doesn’t necessarily follow that chapters will participate.
MEGAN: timeframe is first 100 days. Makes sense for us to do this, including labor. Worried about
deciding to do this very quickly. Easier to talk to people about it before we’ve made the decision.
Want to do this but feel like would like to build buy in from outside the GND committee - with m4a,
DSLC, NEC to make sure we can come together and move. Want at least a week to decide.
MAIKIKO: similar sentiments to Megan. Question - what would the relation be between NPC and the
SC of GND look like, how would that power structure operate? Especially around racial equity, how
do we ensure we keep that as a priority?
HANNAH: great, second concerns of Megan and Maikiko. Other pieces of work like Breathe Act, labor
related legislation. Other things in first 100 days, we might want a multi-pronged solution. Might
make sense to move to a later meeting.
SEAN: Many if not all of these things have been raised through conversation with GND committee,
and then a 60-70 person summit, multiple people aware of priorities. Good to delay until SC meeting
but opposed to waiting for a month. Already behind on strategy.
MOTION by Megan for committee liaisons to bring the amended proposal back to committee for
feedback, deadline of Friday October 16. Seconded by Marianela.
JENBO: are we meeting Friday? Are we approving motion with just Sean’s language or with Keon’s
amendment.
NATALIE: Yes.
MAIKIKO: this includes the language of monthly NPC meetings?
NATALIE: we will handle that next.
BLANCA: question about Keon’s amendment - wondering why we haven’t included m4a in this one.
NATALIE: if we pass this current motion, would give us time to incorporate.
DAVE: should treat language of monthly meetings, should I make that motion.
VOTE: motion carries unanimously

MOTION by Dave to take up last question in resolution. Seconded by Marianela.
DAVE: would like to motivate that we have more frequent meetings. Would encourage all of us to
take stock of all the work we are doing, what work necessitates our participation?
JENBO: amend motion that at least two meetings be after 6pm PST. Accepted amendment.
SEAN: can’t guarantee my schedule, want to be upfront that i might be halfway there during
meetings if i have to work. If it becomes a problem, we can talk about rotating SC meetings.
NATALIE: are weekends off the table? Can we restate to after 6pm PST or on weekends?
KEVIN: clarification on motion.
NATALIE: restates motion. Would be weekly SC calls, one per month would be an NPC meeting.
BLANCA: will staff be able to tell us if they can meet this?
NATALIE: adopting clause doesn’t require staff attend. Would recommend two of meetings be
working meetings and not require staff. Asks Maria for clarification.
MARIA: we’re just a few weeks out from election, don’t know what’s going to happen. We can have
staff coverage right now in this critical time so decisions can be moved on quicly, but we’ll figure out
a way to rotate so we aren’t all on every call.
KRISTIAN: not in disagreement with the motion in essence but also concerned that we are creating a
solution where we are making more calls instead of figuring out where disconnect is.
VOTE: motion carries unanimously.

Resolution on an organizational review leading into the Convention



NATALIE: would be fine if we do not vote on it today but have open discussion and pick up an edited
version we’ve had a chance to give feedback. One thing that is big on my mind is how to prepare the
organization to have a good convention, where not just small group of people setting tone of debate
and perspective on problems of organization but have a holistic understanding what the needs are of
organization. Very easy for any of us to react to squeakiest wheel, would like to see us get to a point
to make decision about different changes we need to make, rationales for those changes, how we’re
growing staff, that we have a shared assessment. Would be healthier if we have a shared
understanding. Would take several months, may not be this NPC that acts on it. If we are
organization of hundreds of thousands of members we need to do something like this to make the
sharp decisions we need to make. Intent is not to hire an organizational consultant, would like
someone to reflect and give us good feedback. Do we think that a project like this is necessary? If
yes, what kind of group/process do we want to put in motion.
KEVIN: for me answer is yes, some process suggestion. Purpose is to determine what’s working and
not working. Think we as NPC members should have prior meeting to assess what’s working and not
working. Important for us to have prior conversation, if we do - 1. Identify specific issues for
consultant to look into 2. Consultant could look into this in general.
KEON: less of a consultant helping us with what’s wrong, but someone to take a particular role in
helping us determine needs.
ABDULLAH: having been through management consultants - one is expensive is good, other is
expensive and bad! Building on Kevin and Keon - sort of a facilitator to coach us through that
conversation and have suggestions to share. Meet every week with a facilitator for 6 months and
determine what next NPC should take up.
MARIANELA: gives context for this proposal. Growth has been ad hoc, making plane as we’re flying.
This is taking stock of what’s good that we’re building, what needs to be improved. There are
multiple vantage points - we have vantage point on NPC that no one has. Often feel burdened by
vantage point I have, hard to communicate to other people. Chapter leaders, leaders of national
committees both have different vantage points. Facilitators role to help us assess those vantage
points. People in organization we can hire to do that specific role. What kinds of conclusions we want
to have - maybe one outcome needs to be what specifically we want facilitator to take up and make it
more specific.
MARIA: good to have a fresh set of eyes, we get in a DSA bubble. When new staff come on they
notice things we have been accustomed to and always have good ideas. Considerations - we did hire
a consultant years ago, spent a lot of money and time helping them understand our goals and
structure. Consultant had to do a lot of work before assessing, it may not have been worth it in the
end though some helpful things did come out of it. Requires full buy in from all stakeholders, trust in
facilitator, shared understanding of goals, otherwise won’t have shared understanding and won’t
adopt the recommendations afterwards and won’t be worth it. Not clear if this is about
administrative things or organizing and structure. If structure, we should ask others who have similar
goals to ours for how they are structured and the lessons for them, like Jon Trickett from the UK,
someone from the Brazilian PT, progressive US unions or movement orgs.
MEGAN: agree with how Marianela laid it out. Make sure we have common understanding of goals.
Think we’re getting trapped by the word consultant - we should forget the word consultant. A
facilitator is great - need someone to facilitate interview people with different vantage points so we
can bring something to the convention. NPC would put recommendations to convention on how we
can fix the organization, we have two years on this, should use the trust we’ve built to bring to
convention how we can strengthen organization.
SEAN: large part of my former job was doing this kind of work. Agree with Abdullah, would be good
to hire a liberated comrade. Instead of someone to move on telling us what’s going well, what’s going
not well. Framing for this person/people that it’s about gathering data and taking time to gather data
that staff is not going to have time to do because they’re executing plan on convention. This
assessing and data gathering eventually should become something staff and volunteers are doing
every year. Staff doesn’t have time at this moment, should hire someone to bottom line but cement
it in the work of staff and each other down the road.



NATALIE: in a perfect world we would do this in a non convention year. How to balance needs.
JUSTIN: we need to do something like this. Important who the person is as outside facilitator who
understands. Someone with experience in left organizations, someone from PT or wherever who has
been in spots we are in. a consultant can have recommendations for restructuring but no
understanding of the left or DSA. wondering if we could see past consultant’s work with DSA? how
are we going to ensure that findings actually stick and are implemented. One thing when we talk
about what goes well and doesn’t, doesn’t filter down meaningfully, how do we ensure we do what’s
recommended.
KRISTIAN: facilitator seems to be appropriate term. Keeping in mind we would be using dues money
for this, want to make sure we have buy in from membership and have plan to follow through. Be
clear on who we want feedback from. Is it obvious from the get go how members plug in versus
someone who’s been in the org a long time. Would like to include Afrosoc. Would love to see
assessment of our grievance process - are we truly forming a transformative justice model and how
it’s felt in the organzation. Be very understanding on what can change, what is cultural. We set
ourselves up for things that sound amazing but require time and capacity we don’t always have. Not
clear to members what that process is. Rarely do we see campaign debriefs on what works and what
doesn’t, would love to assess our term and what worked well and what didn’t.
MAIKIKO: point to emphasize, importance of staff in this conversation, felt pushback online, division
of staff and board. Staff is important to our collective decision making . having them embedded in
conversation is important. Assessment around what we do around convention - can’t do that without
internal knowledge that staff has. Not creating more separation, come closer to understand how
everything is working. We have no opportunities to come together as staff and NPC. staff is doing
assessment internally around the convention, important to hear from them.
HANNAH: was on staff and remember consultant time. Echo what other folks are saying, agree with
Kevin. For me to feel comfortable we need to have collective conversation between staff and national
leadership. Disconnection from staff, lack of cohesive strategy, a lot that we agree on. Other cultural
things we have disagreement on, some of us share transformative justice perspective. We don’t
spend a lot of time on who we are, theory of change - we adopted what’s existed. Support for idea of
facilitator. Could look at Aorta - use their models of facilitation; Wildfire, Jaris Dixon; a lot of folks
who align with our values and want to see DSA be a strong left force in the ecosystem and have less
on learning curve on understanding what’s happening in DSA.
MOTION by Keon in the next full NPC meeting that we make it a priority to begin discussing our
assessment of some of the issues in organization and moving things forward. Second by Sean.
KRISTIAN: need clarity on what we are pushing to next meeting.
NATALIE: moving 100 days strategy to next SC meeting. International discussion pushed back.
VOTE: motion carries unanimously.

Convention Planning - Marianela & (Kristian)
- Hour and a half,

- looking to commit to a vision for convention (via report and 2 docs on political goals
and accessibility/logistics)

- Looking at a date
- Justin has a document re: platform process
- Suggestions re: subcommittee fill out

- Discussion -
- Political goals (Dave): came from open discussion re: previous conventions and open

discussion on possibilities for 2021
- Want to consolidate, come to clearer understanding of our org and what it

means to work together
- Previous conventions have had too many similar but competing resolutions

that aren’t hashed out beforehand, hoping that a platform process +
programming can provide clarity

- How to create space for democratic collaboration

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jMq9ywo8Shf5S7abcMvkovk6lpxLNd2J9Bh6uNfQ--c/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1P7M9tiruS-2KfKqEuCBZ8czveEi1QpQvk4mXFg5MkIA/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1w3JFmjNqyQ5Nfhb_IVv4M56afEF2NrReZFgMRUTguj4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1H9KdbfiBTe_sCAHlx7Lkdk3vxrww2r42iWhmFy7y5lE/edit?usp=sharing_eil&ts=5f835c16&urp=gmail_link&gxids=7628


- Accessibility and logistics doc (Jen M):
- Looking for more regional pre meetings
- Issue-based pre meetings too
- Looking for debate to happen in WGs too
- Ideally two consent agendas, compendium before pre-meetings, and 3 days

for debate + decision making (plus a week of programming ideally)
- Re: accessibility - want disability WG very involved, lots of parliamentarians

and a dedicated webpage
- Looking at mobile hotspots, translate, livecaptioning and other tools

for accessibility
- How to stream convention to members

- Questions/general discussion:
- Blanca: looks like everything is here, thanks for all the work!
- Natalie: agree with Blanca. Re: political goals - sometimes I think we

over-center our national committees vs chapter leaders - right now tactics
around platform drafting has lots of ways for nat’l committees but not as
much for chapter leaders. Also think we should find a way to do
‘sweepstakes’ or something re: theme

- Hanah:  how to do like, comedy shows, music, someting like that as part of
accessibility stuff. International delegations another question. Are there ways
to bring in Highlander, other folks on the left that have been organizing for a
long time etc to do popular education

- Marianela: we should do a retro style telethon -fundraising + membership
drive

- Jen: how to have some kind of celebratory atmosphere of coming together!
Jerry Lewis microphones!

- Megan: how to play up benefits of being in a virtual space. Re: political goals
- how to really move on consolidation into platform planks. We need a
‘direction forward’ for the org so badly - this will definitley look very
different.

- Hannah: we have different layers of membership in DSA. Maybe some will be
delegates maybe not. Is there room to add pieces re: “polling” general layers

- Kevin: we will need more robust paths for input etc, was there discussion
around permanence/impermanence

- Justin: haven’t really talked about that at that level - we could reuse
components down the line. Re: political goals - in 2017/2019, we introduced
a lot of new ideas. In order to level up, we need to cohere more

- Sean: are there number metrics we want to set in the political goals? Also
reminder that GND res we passed this morning has a piece around
highlighting benefits of cohering on prioritized campaign

- Marianela: we should vote on this doc after editing ideally, maybe let’s edit
in pieces like natalies suggestion re: chapter leaders. ALso want to ask justin
to walk us through doc of building towards platform.

- Platform Doc Intro (Justin)
- A committee moved on a process, we talked to membership and worked

with working groups on planks; draft planks were brought to branches, then
there were forums, final drafts were brought to city wide convention where
there were a couple amendments but not many.

- Biggest question - should the 2021 convention have a final platform as a
goal?

- Question - policy was focus for NYC platform - should that be the case for a
national platform?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1H9KdbfiBTe_sCAHlx7Lkdk3vxrww2r42iWhmFy7y5lE/edit?ts=5f835c16


- Question - how are we engaging members? And what is our argument for
why this is important to members?

- What does implementation look like?
- What does relationship between platform and programming look like? Both

preconventions and the convention itself?
- Discussion:

- Natalie: I feel like we have to do this. It seems like we have buyin
within NPC, we need a broader set of leaders bought in but def
seems necessary. How can this amplify the voices of chapters
collectively? Another layer of complexity - we need to identify what
the role of platform planks vis a vis delegate election. Also need to
think seriously about role of caucuses in a platform focused
convention.

- Neah: going through same process in YDSA rn - buyin from chapters
very important. Committee drafted proposal, then sent to chapters,
then there was a commenting form. Rounds of comments is a lot but
it is useful - we also set a deadline. Have heard from chapters that
this is useful process for cohering locally too.

- Megan: we ned to figure out some granular details soon - eg do we
form a committee, ask people to disclose caucus, etc. Don’t think
we’ll be able to get chapters bought in to final result if we don’t have
early input mechanisms. Danger is having something that is only
used by national committees - so want to make sure chapters
involved from beginning

- Marianela: platform and programming are going to have to work
together, they will also need to figure out question of regional
pre-conferences - may need to get more people in motion soon. For
last convention Chicago had preconvention meetings wher members
debated resolutions and that’s part of why we were well organized -
maybe that needs to get shared out.

- Maikiko - when I read resistance rising it helped me understand what
the organization was - what was process for developing that, and are
we trying to do something similar? We passed fewer priority reso’s
at 2017 con than 2019, it didn’t become a platform but sorta did.
Helpful context necessary. If we hear pushback how to inoculate

- Sean - should be in use for 2022 electoral cycle so working
backwards it should either be ratified at convention or taken forward
by next NPC for direct democratic ratification shortly after
convention

- Abdullah - we need to move through all the various pieces, elected
leaders, organic leaders, etc… to answer question of whether
tenable, I think it is, we just need to move and get bodies involved.
Parallel processes of ID’ing leaders, having some mandate from
membership. Agree that we should have a set of legislative or
budgetary demands for 2022 cycle. JD’s platform from 2017 is old
hat, we should be defining the political terrain.

- Hannah: this may allow us to have different strategies for different
regions in electoral work - like a potential hybrid model. Going back
to question of polling members.  How to potentially straw poll
membership?

- Marianela - going to attempt to define ‘hybrid’ - want chapters
engaged, national bodies engaged, and that there shold be a ‘direct
democratic’ piece too where we are engaging whole membership;



- Keon: how are we thinking about political education into platform
development

- Marianela: need to incorporate feedback into political goals doc and
re-present, also need to present timeline as soon as possible

- Date: proposal is to open it on 1st of August, 1 week of programming,
socials, self-organizing time, Friday - Sunday is debate + deliberation time

- Discussion:
- Jen: can we hear from YDSA whether would be amenable to

do YDSA con the week before?
- Biba: don’t see any reason why we can’t but want to check

with Michael and Anna
- Michael: Hopin under the regular plan is a 72 hour event so

we would have to do multiple events - if we work with a
group with an annual plan we can do up to 10 days

- Marianela: sounds like we can commit to dates just
need to do a followup on logistics

- Jen: can we do precon stuff on zoom?
- Michael - basically yes
- Kristina: using Hopin early before

convention - we could do regional cons on
hopin, precon events on zoom then debates
+ deliberation on hopin

- Sean moves to approve dates Jen seconds
- Carries unanimously

- Marianela:
- Need to do targeted outreach for multiple reasons!
- Want to hear names for people we should reach out to!
- Kevin:

- Could look at an afrosoc list
- Natalie: application never leads to intended results! Bryan

Lavergen you are watching you should do it!! Jane Forman
too.

- Megan: should we move people from Recruitment
committee of GDC?

- Blanca: we should ask Kara!
- Sean: I disagree with moving GDC committee members -

maybe 100k captains though!
- Hannah: might be good to create an assessment system
- Jenbo: we are asking info re: assessments
- Marianela: let’s move deadline to 10/22 (no dissent)

Staff Reports

● Maria: a lot of changes in staffing this summer. New hiring and departures have led to shifts
in staffing.

● At end of September we held our all-staff retreat, where we did a deep dive into the
recruitment drive, national convention planning, and Nov. strategy, as well as our usual
retreat topics including “pain points” to problem solve and reviewing staff roles.

● Tyler’s departure creates a problem in the finance department; the result is Kristina who is
already bottle necked with four open positions we are hiring for, and can usually rely on
Heidi for backup,  can’t do so as Heidi is doing day to day finance work needed for the



organization. This means we had to deprioritize a few things including the EWOC data and
international chapters memos and the 2021-2022 budget projections.

● Moving full-steam ahead in hiring process, also looking at staffing needs projections and
preparing for bargaining over the staff union’s contract which expires in January.

Glenn (Organizing)
● Email response from chapter is getting worse; having to reach out through other means

creating challenges
● Demand Safe Schools work was challenging; not all chapters wanted to do it
● Staff organizers are pulled away from chapters when national committees are very active and

popping. A good problem, but a problem.
● Developed digital training process
● Switched around organizers for different committees; this has been good
● YDSA convention went well
● Launch mentorship program
● Review of Major Goals

○ Keeping chapters engaged during the era of Covid
○ Fix structural problems with data on YDSA side

● Review of Chapter Engagement Breakdown
● Review of Analysis of Chapter New Member Onboarding: how they are bringing new recruits

into the life of the chapter.
○ Are they using campaigns?
○ Are they developing structured onboarding with follow up?
○ Are they relying on self-selection?

● Key Asks:
○ Setting real standards for chapter engagement (possibly in conjunction with chapter

agreements)

○ Clearly defining what it means to prioritize (even qualitative outcomes) along with

what would be deprioritized?

■ What does that mean for the organizing team?

■ Need clear goals.

○ Increased organizing staff to better support chapters, this was especially clear on the

recent Nov. strategy officers call.

■ Only so much that can be done without more organizers on the organizing

team. “It’s time”.

■ Emphasis needs to be on chapters. There are many chapters that are stalled;

they have hundreds of members, but not doing much to engage members.

Sean:

● RE second question and chapter stats on campaigns: would like to meet with Glenn, Garrick

and GND committee to discuss what it would mean for organizing staff to prioritize this work.

● Would like to see overlay of delegates that expressed interest in the GND summit.

● Agree with need to expand organizing staff; should bring to SC conversation on Friday

Natalie:

● RE key questions: National DSA has not been able to tackle…
● There is a list of things that need to be answered in order to make a propose an organizing

project. It would be good to have a template that can do that. Looking to work with Glenn

and Maria on something like that [Glenn and Maria interested]

Dave P:



● Agrees on need for more staff; part of the process of getting tighter with things; would love

to meet with organizing staff to get a sense of how this would work

Jen M:

● Before we go to the NPC with a resolution we should go to staff to see what they think in

terms of capacity. We need to discuss how to work in tandem with staff

● Would like to make a motion to personnel that we hire another organizer. [Maria: Appreciate

that sentiment. But, I recommend we have a holistic conversation about various staffing

needs. Heidi just completed a 2021-22 budget projection and we looked at how expenses

and income held up under COVID, and we got a better sense of where we stand financially.

There were a lot of uncertainties for the spring and into the summer. But we can now

confidently say we can hire more staff. Senior staff have been discussing, and we just began

conversations with the staff union. We will have a staff forecasting recommendation soon

and be able able to have that conversation with Personnel and then the NPC. We hope to be

able to hire another organizer, yes, but it doesn't make sense to make a resolution now,

outside the existing process through Personnel, because even if we did there are several

open positions we are hiring for currently which will take a little time. There are four cases

open now. It would be ideal to have a big picture conversation about staffing, especially since

the organizing department needs will need to be thought through together. [Glenn agrees]

Heidi:

● Finance department down to one full-time and one part-time person.

● US Post-office delays when covid hit and account problems I had to call around a lot to talk to

a human; but, business reply mail is backed up and Eileen is processing about 2000 mail

pieces. We are contacting all the donors before we cash the checks.

● I am working with Brandon the state charitable reporting, we have about 60 not seperately

incorporated chapters to collect info from for that and for the audit and IRS 990, we are over

halfway there.

● Rearranging daily priorities since the finance person (Tyler) left so I took longer to finish the

two year projections but I am now doing the highest priority work like paying bills, doing

payroll, and so on.

Kristina:

● Growing rapidly and membership growth means expansion of work load for back end work.

● Rapid increase in the chapter pipeline movement; tremendous administrative work

○ Checking bylaws, votes, etc. done by Lisa Flores

● Tech: killing the game on multiple fronts.

● MyDSA is in process; working on political/tech security. “The bigger...the more powerful we

get the more the capitalist class will come for us.”

● One or two chapters away from our internal staff goal to have 80% of chapters using at least

of our three key tech organizing tools by the end of the year (VAN, Spoke or Action Network.)

● Brandon is the shit. See report for a million resources he has created around compliance.

● Chapter pipelines coordinator position opening soon, will help speed up all aspects of that

work once filled.

● Casting a wide net looking for diverse skills and demographic

○ Looking for the right skills for the job - impeccable attention to detail, but also

organizing experience



● Michael will provide a formal memo to describe how the process with the events and mass

calls/YDSA convention but he has done a ton of work as we have been doing so many

national calls.

● Request: please bring resolutions that have operations leads involved to tech folks or really

to all senior staff (Kristina in particular). It’s better to start with operations at the beginning

to get better since of what capacity actually looks like so we can work with you to make them

happen.

● Elizabeth Yu from membership services is temporarily working in development team under

Kristina until new development director is hired.

● Department did a great job heading off a cyber attack of bots mass joining and overwriting

membership info that happened one night - Claudia caught it, tech staff dealt with it quickly

and instituted additional controls.

Makiko:

● How to do more member-to-member tech training

○ KS: would love for more members to be able to use tech like Action Network, etc. for

their chapters. Please recommend advanced folks and we will work with them to do

that!

○ Would love to do a training for small chapters  that are afraid of the tech.

○ Tried to do a tech tool 101; it was successful for the small number of groups that

came.

Megan:

● Thankful to Kristina for listing out operations people by name and all the work they do. Gives

a more complete picture of things.

Natalie:

● Wanted to flag something RE chapter pipeline committee:

○ Loomio votes on chapter votes are too much, gotta be a better way

○ Feel very disconnected from chapter pipeline committee; I worry we are not moving

quickly enough to pin point the needs of chapters when they are getting off the

ground.

○ We should talk with Lisa and Peg to not be so separated from the work

○ --KS: that makes sense to me. It  has really been a work committee focused on

administration, like reviewing bylaws language to the standard approved by the NPC

○ For organizing, there are support calls that Lisa coordinates and organizing staff

participates

○ Also, Glenn created this “So, you wanna be a chapter” presentation where new

chapter leaders get support.

Jen M.

● RE tech comm: onboarding 15 people on the comm per month

● Not everyone’s skill sets match the project they want to do.

COMMS - Chris K.

● Excited that about full communications department

● Created 6 month workplan

● Onboarded staff

More national calls = higher volume of emails, strain on comms department

● Working on building a team atmosphere & cross training both me and Priscilla



● 3rd week of october: day-long comms mini-retreat

● Started to make national strategies/habits around messaging

● November strategy messaging becoming more consistent, including AgitProp ads

● We’re on the path to a national comms strategy!

● Ad buys on Google! “Democratic socialism”

● Volunteer structures and protocols in progress

● Break down the comms siloing in national committees / campaigns, centralize/coordinate

comms more, develop joint messaging plans

● Started up earned-media work again! Pieces in CNN, mini-documentary, others on the way

● Member bank: centralized bank of contacts, videos, images that anyone can draw from

● Sean: 1. low-bar op-ed placing at the local level. Has there been any discussion / convos

around doing ghostwritten op-eds with the same talking points? 2. Speaker bureau training,

building those skills for people

○ CK: 1. want to get our leaders in Jacobin, SF, DL, addressing the org in that way.

Would love to develop a piece to flood media with. 2. Want to do media training,

need to broaden out, make into a routine program in the org

Meeting Adjourned.


